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Tickled Pink
Whether we slice them into triangles, blend them into slushies or
wear them on our heads, watermelons are a quintessential part
of summer. On the following pages, we’ve outlined a menu that
puts a whole melon to use in a number of refreshing ways.

The return of long summer hikes and muggy afternoons typically inspires a change in our
our hip-rounding hibernation, it’s a relief for our stomachs and minds to embrace the
season’s bounty when the sunshine pushes fresh fruit from the earth and into our hands.
While the best watermelons sound hollow when tapped, there’s plenty of substance—

the tough rind when you’ve forgotten a knife (a coin and a lot of patience will eventually
get you there). Watermelons allow us to regress into a playful state of mind where spitting
stops on road trips. And unlike a holiday pie binge, gorging on watermelon is indulgent
In the American South, the summer months encourage methods of watermelon celebration that are rarely matched with other foods. In addition to traditional melon eating,
seed spitting and carving contests, there are activities that draw out our creative impulses, such as designing costumes seen on kids wobbling through fairgrounds with striped
there are more ways to enjoy them beyond the pleasure derived from a simple slice: They
can be grilled, added to cocktails, transformed into salsa and used in salads or dressings,
and the rinds can even be salvaged and turned into pickled snacks. Other cultures offer
a variety of ideas as well: The streets of Mexico City are lined with vendors who dust
long chunks with chili powder, soak them in lime and sprinkle them with salt. In France,
the melon baller at the back of the drawer is used to make spheres to drop into glasses
of rosé-pamplemousse. In Vietnam, the seeds are often saved and roasted for New Year
celebrations, and in Turkmenistan, the fruit is often preserved as a jelly for year-round
enjoyment with tea.
There are some smart ways to maximize your watermelon-choosing success, because
If you thump a melon and it sounds hollow, then it’s ripe and ready to eat. An ideal
specimen should show little contrast between the skin’s stripes on the top, and the un-

lemonade cold while porch sitting on a sunny afternoon.
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Jonas Bjerre-Poulsen
We chat with one of the founders of Copenhagen
multidisciplinary design firm Norm.Architects about
the fundamentals of their creative process.

—
“Reduction and perfection have been the
main goals for both craftspeople and inventors
because avoiding the irrelevant means
emphasizing the important.”

The team at Danish design firm Norm.

interior architecture and styling. We keep

ask why, you open yourself up to deeper

all over the globe since the beginning of

understand people’s needs and the way

producer. But what we think makes us dif-

Architects believes that buildings and

focused and productive by constantly push-

design dimensions and embark on the road

civilization. Reduction and perfection have

they live—so we have long conversations

ferent from many other designers is that

products should incorporate quality mate-

ing each other’s ideas and performances

to create truly durable products.

been the main goals for both craftspeople

with the client. We try to adapt to a situa-

we almost never work with our hands. We

rials and be durable and timeless. Designs

forward, and as a result, our designs are

and inventors because avoiding the irrel-

tion that’s not our own. With design, we talk

don’t have any hands-on experience with

that meet these requirements will stand the

taken to a higher level than if we were work-

How does your background influence your

evant means emphasizing the important.

to people who know what it’s like to work

crafts. We have the analytical approach of

test of time, so they aim to create things

ing separately. Our team works everywhere

methods and aesthetic? — Keeping in

People sometimes think of architecture

with certain things. Understanding the key

architects.

that stimulate consumers beyond offering

and all the time. We can’t help it and we

the spirit of the tradition for Scandinavian

and design in terms of added grandness,

elements about a product or a task is the

them mere “visual calories.” Their de-

love it. We don’t consider it work but still

simplicity, we strive to cut to the bone in

but it’s often the plain or the reduced that’s

most important factor in designing.

sign process is based around the idea of

look at it as a hobby and consider ourselves

our designs. We try to find the simplest

most striking. In our work we aim for a geo-

asking why a product should be created,

enthusiasts. It’s important to keep that in

shape for a given task without forgetting

metrical purity, a simple naturalness and a

Where do you find inspiration? — Our

these colors essential and, if so, why? —

and they always try to reach a point where

mind, even though the business is growing.

the beauty of the shape. The Scandinavian

humble authenticity for a spatial sense of

inspirations and processes are extremely

There’s no denying that we’re big fans of

there’s nothing to add and nothing to take

Norm.Architects is known for using a
specific color palette. Would you consider

tradition is rooted in a sincere devotion to

calm and repose. We want to arrive at the

diverse. We don’t have a special formula

using natural colors: the soft beige color of

What’s essential to your design process?

the craft with a strong focus on using good

maximum of expressivity with the minimum

for gathering inspiration. Sometimes we

a freshly cut oak tree or the perfect shade

— We’ve made it a virtue to focus on qual-

materials and creating designs that last.

of expression. We try to balance the visu-

see an old product and think to ourselves

of stone gray. These colors are the perfect

Poulsen, who runs the firm with Kasper

ity, durability and timelessness. Design

Products should not only be durable be-

al, the tactile and the sensual to create an

that it’s great but that we could improve on

match for our design. They’re timeless. We

Rønn von Lotzbeck and Linda Korndal.

shouldn’t just be easily digestible, nor

cause of good materials and good crafts-

unusual but harmonious experience. We

the aesthetic or function using new tech-

like to say we work with nuances and not

should it be new just to be new. Not only do

manship, but also aesthetically durable

bridge the masculine and the feminine with

nology. Sometimes a certain manufacturing

colors. In that sense, I feel we’re closely re-

How do you keep your creative minds

we want our designs to be made of good

in the sense that you can keep looking at

an obsessive attention to detail. That’s what

process, a visit to a factory or a talk with a

lated to Japanese aesthetics.

productive and focused as you’ve devel-

materials with good craftsmanship, we want

them and find them interesting and beauti-

we mean by Soft Minimalism.

craftsman inspires us. Sometimes shapes

oped your skills as graphic designers,

them to embody beauty, history and, most

ful as the years roll by. We take pride in our

in graphics or ideas in a piece of art in-

Would you consider the products you de-

art directors and industrial designers? —

importantly, to outlive fleeting trends. Our

culture and history, and we hope and aspire

How do you start a creative process? What

spire us. Sometimes we rationally analyze

sign to be essential household items? —

Architecture typically has a long-term per-

process is based on not just asking the

to create new norms for Nordic design.

do you need to keep in mind throughout

everyday situations to uncover needs that

We try to focus on designing objects to fill

spective, and we’ve carried that notion into

question how? but asking why? Why should

the life of a project? — Starting a project

aren’t yet fulfilled by other products in the

a need, but sometimes we also design ob-

our ways of thinking about everything, from

we create this? Why does the need for this

Explain the meaning of your term Soft

is all about communication with clients

market. Sometimes an idea just starts out

jects that are just aesthetically pleasing—

graphics to photography over to furniture,

product exist? Why should people buy it?

Minimalism. — Minimalism isn’t a modern

and with each other, no matter if it’s archi-

with the fascination of a material or surface,

just decorative objects. You could argue

lighting and industrial design and into

Why should they want to keep it? When you

style. It’s been the norm in many cultures

tecture or design. In architecture, we must

other times we get a precise brief from a

that beauty is a need. AF

away that can improve on the item’s form
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VENAMOUR.COM

Lisa Hedge
The cofounder of Venamour stationery
talks about her design process, simplicity
and essentialism.

—
“I think of simplicity as aesthetic minimalism and
essentialism as an ideal that subjects all decisions
about style to the necessity of function.”

Lisa Hedge first began her studies at the

that subjects all decisions about style to the

the picture plane, and Target’s Threshold

on, I’m always hoping to create work that’s

water, bare feet, lush color, soft whites and

and in what ways did his busy style influ-

University of Southern California intent on

necessity of function. Despite the inclina-

campaign featured a series of interior vi-

thoughtful and intelligent. Things would be

overall a loose formality tied together with

ence the way you think about design? —

pursuing studio arts. There, she was intro-

tion to link the two, something can be de-

gnettes, each with an element of fantasy

rather lackluster, however, if we didn’t make

a romantic and no-fuss sentiment. Trans-

When I first moved to New York, I interned

duced to the world of graphic design and

cidedly not simple—elaborate, ornamental,

that bridged interior and exterior space.

room for the playful, irreverent, ephem-

lating that into a design was entirely an

at his studio and it was a brief but memo-

redirected her path to develop a career as

messy or mysterious—and more effectively

eral, excessive and impractical pleasures

experiment, but it came together through

rable experience. I was contributing to an

an art director and designer. After finishing

serve its purpose. For me, part of the plea-

When you are working with the medium of

that also have their place. At Venamour,

illustration, collage and some organized ty-

immense paint-mixing effort, and it was a

school, she interned at Takashi Murakami’s

sure of design is the license to experiment

collage, how do the essential components

we always consider both what’s explicitly

pography to suit her practical nature.

lesson in color theory of epic proportions. It

New York art studio, developed her free-

with style as a way of making something

fit together to express a larger but cohe-

essential to making an invitation useful (lan-

lance career and worked with clients in-

more persuasive and engaging, and hope-

sive concept? — I love that collage is all

guage, clarity, legibility) and what makes it

Is your unadorned design aesthetic reflect-

in a small community of artists, all working

cluding Warby Parker and L’Oréal. Today,

fully more essential by default.

about spontaneous relationships, a process

beautiful and desirable—qualities that are

ed in your personal life or style? If so, how?

to bring a particular work of art to fruition.

that’s evident in the finished work. With my

less tangible but equally valid.

— I wish I could say so. Maybe we reinvent

the New York–based designer continues to

was really interesting getting to participate

call on her arts background as one half of

In what ways does negative space work to

floral collages, elements are tied together

ourselves through our work, to make things

What do you consider to be the most im-

the Venamour stationery design team. She

highlight a main article of focus? — Nega-

through a coherent style, despite how they

Where did your inspiration for the Wild-

neat and orderly where our personal lives

portant personal items in your own life? —

discusses the essential elements of her

tive space doesn’t really factor itself into the

might be reshuffled from one composition

flower Collection come from? — When

are not. I’d love to say it’s all a cohesive

I think it would have to be items that have

work from inspiration to creation.

decision-making process consciously for

to another. Whether the glue is conceptual

my sister got married in the garden of our

package, but organized chaos is maybe the

stories tied to them that keep me inspired:

me. When your attention is on the subject,

or purely visual, the randomness of collage

family home in California, the day existed

unspoken mantra of my workspace. When

books inscribed with personal notes, fur-

How would you articulate the difference

such as folded paper or the product to be

somehow enables a visual logic that can’t

as a hazy daydream in our minds before the

it comes to my life outside of work, as a

niture crafted by loved ones, that sort of

between essentialism and simplicity when

showcased in an ad, you’re considering all

be premeditated.

fact—as is the case with so many weddings.

new business owner I’m looking forward to

thing. I still even keep notes and charcoal

it comes to design? — There’s definitely a

elements of the space while working toward

The process of designing the Wildflower

reclaiming one of those at some point. It’s

sketches from certain classes from my days

relationship between the two, but it seems

a balanced composition with a point of

How does essentialism affect your com-

Collection began when I was there, with

currently a work in progress!

as a student at the University of Southern

that it would depend on both intention and

focus. My paper landscape project was

mercial work as well as graphic design for

her vision of the events and a shortlist of

context. I think of simplicity as aesthetic

a playful study where I used shadows to

invitations? — No matter who the the cli-

flowers. There would be garden roses, af-

How did you end up working with Takashi

I keep them as a reminder to keep learning

minimalism and essentialism as an ideal

draw and redraw a sense of space within

ent is or what kind of project we’re working

ternoon sun, the scent of rosemary and salt

Murakami? What was that experience like

and drawing. AF
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California. Even when they are tucked away,
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AKHAAMA.COM

B R O O K LY N M U S E U M . O R G

Lee Ayu

Rujeko Hockley

Akha Ama Coffee’s cofounder works with farmers
from his hometown to cultivate and harvest coffee
beans using sustainable techniques.

While putting together exhibitions at
the Brooklyn Museum, this curator
has learned that art is essential.

The first in his village to attend college, Lee

own house and made our own clothing. My

Asia, and this has all happened in the past

Ayu has a commitment to social entrepre-

family’s education came from real life, but I

five years since Akha Ama was established.

neurship that sets him apart from the vast

grew up in the school system learning from

numbers of third-wave coffee purveyors

theory rather than practice. I was taught to

operating in today’s society. Through his
small-scale approach and deep personal

Rujeko Hockley is an assistant curator of

artists themselves, their community and the

dangerous—particularly for the least pow-

general public. There’s a certain mystique

erful members of a society. Where this

Her background in cultural studies and in-

and mythology around artists, particularly

intersects with art… well, think about so-

Tell us about your work process. — Time

terests in social movements and diaspora

in the broader culture. However, like any

called “women’s art” or “identity art,” and

be competitive, but my rural life experienc-

and passion are crucial for me. My work re-

inform her work in many ways, resulting in a

of us, they are people at work—trying new

the ways in which those areas are some-

es brings me back to my roots. The peo-

quires that I take small steps and work slow-

strong commitment to connecting multiple

things, getting sidetracked, sometimes fail-

times devalued, deemed less relevant or

investment in the cause, he has worked

ple in my home village have a very close

ly from the bottom up. It’s very important

publics to art, artists and scholarship. She

ing, sometimes succeeding. Hearing from

important because they’re not “universal.”

tirelessly to improve the lives of farmers

relationship to nature—we must be aware

that what we do at Akha Ama Coffee is not

believes that art, in all its forms and arenas,

them directly can dispel some of the less

Which raises the question, Who or what is

in northern Thailand—beginning with the

of the seasonal calendar, which guides our

about competing as a business, but about

is essential.

interesting elements of this mythologizing,

universal, and who gets to decide? There’s

humble coffee bean. We speak with Lee

life. I’m very familiar with the slow life.

creating opportunities for communities to

leaving room for the true magic.

sometimes a desire for the work made by

about his work process and some essential
life lessons he’s picked up along the way.

How is coffee essential to everyday life?

grow. For me, the work is not about money,

Is art essential? — Absolutely. In all its

but about sustainability and social impact.

forms—writing, music, dance, film—it mat-

When people think of the word essen-

or display something essential. To return to

ters. It can expand our minds, change our

tialism, they often think of minimalism.

this idea of “constructed-ness,” I’m more

— To me, coffee is life. It’s a bridge to many

artists who “fit” certain categories to fulfill

What element of life is most important to

wonderful things. It wakes you up, provides

What inspires you? — My mother. She’s

views, our understanding of the past, our

What's the relationship between essen-

interested in the ways we make and remake

you? — Knowledge. It’s one of the most

fuel to drive the day, cultivates friendships

one of the strongest women I know, and

visions for the future and our empathy for

tialism and art, and how is that different

ourselves and the work we do than in any

important tools for building sustainability

and is good for your metabolism!

she taught me to contribute to the world

ourselves and others. In a recent TED Talk,

from minimalism? — For me, the relation-

“essential” notion of self or practice.

not just by helping people, but also by

the artist Theaster Gates stated that beauty

ship is between essentialism and what we

helping nature and the earth.

is a service like public education and sani-

might call “constructed-ness.” I see es-

How has your career as a curator affect-

tation, one that we all have a right to. That

sentialism as problematic: In the abstract,

ed the way you think about objects in

is really it, the truth.

the idea that there’s some essence, some

your own life? — I’ve always been very at-

fundamental set of attributes integral to a

tached to objects—books, photos or knick-

and establishing social equality, and cultural and life skills are necessary for anyone

Please describe the coffee culture in Thai-

who wants to have an impact on society. It

land. What’s it like and how has it changed

allows me to secure food, shelter, clothing

over the years? — There’s an abundance

Why do you do the work you do? — I grew

and medicine.

of great coffee shops in Thailand, as well

up with lots of support from the people

as many developing cafés. We’re heavily

around me, so I want to give back to society

One of your main objectives is to bring art-

particular group by which you can identify

knacks—and I’ve attached meaning to

How did growing up in a remote village

influenced by coffee culture in the West,

without expecting anything in return. No

ists together to talk about their work. Why

or understand them is benign. In practice,

them. I'm very particular about how they’re

shape your view of the world? — When I

especially the West Coast of the U.S. and

matter how smart we are and how wealthy

do you think that’s important? — Hearing

it’s an idea that has justified a lot of horror

placed or interacted with. Perhaps being a

was growing up, my family and I harvest-

Melbourne, Australia. We have one of the

of a society we live in, it is meaningless un-

artists talk about what, how and why they

in the world, and its applications have of-

curator has made me think more carefully

ed our own rice and vegetables, built our

most active coffee cultures in Southeast

less we help one another. JH

make art can be incredibly valuable, for the

ten been limiting and pejorative, and even

about what I bring into my home. AF
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Passeggiata
Taking a destination-less
meander as the sun sets is a
common mind-clearing ritual
in Italian culture.

WORDS
ALICA FORNERET

Hands-on
Advantage

P H OTO G R APH : TE C P E TAJA

Eating with your hands is a
playful way to reconnect with
your food, your friends and
your taste buds.

28

language: Italian
pronunciation: “pah-say-jah-tah”
etymology: Derived from passeggiare: to take steps, pass through
meaning: To take a passeggiata is to master the art of an evening stroll. It’s a means to
walk aimlessly and enjoy the simple pleasure of being outdoors and socializing in the
lingering summer sun. Those of us who move too fast to take in the day’s offerings might
consider the Italians’ mindful meandering pace troubling, but the longer the stride the
more relaxed the conversation. This ritual is a reflection of community, of shared glances
across busy piazzas, of families with new strollers, young lovers who still have much to
learn of grace and well-dressed elderly folks with their hands folded behind their backs.
It’s street-side theater and feels a lot like a collective pursuit, even when taken alone.
use: The ideal time to take a passeggiata is between late afternoon and dusk as a break
between finishing work and sitting down to dinner. Try organizing a passeggiata instead
of indoor happy-hour beverages: It’s a moving meeting place for family and friends where
you can report on the day’s events and rest before the evening ahead.

When the sun hangs in the sky past 9 p.m.
and the scent of barbecue coals fills the air,
it’s clear that summer has arrived. Items
that were considered necessities in winter
are retired, such as the shoes that deny our
toes the sensory pleasure of sand-shuffling
and the weekly planners we trade for books
as deadlines fade. One of the best summer
adaptions is eating with our hands in favor
of utensils: Grabbing a hot dog on a coastal
boardwalk frees a hand for holding someone else’s, and both county fair food and ice
creams conveniently come on a stick. Abandoning eating tools isn't only convenient, it
allows us to use the utensils we were born
with to foster a deeper relationship with
our picnic snacks and campfire fare.
Physiologically, our hands are organs
of action. From the first moment we touch
our food, the nerve endings in our fingers
fire signals to our brain, telling us when and
how to interact with a meal. Picking up a
piece of food lets the brain decide if it’s too
hot to put in our mouths, and forming bites
with our fingers also prepares our stomachs for the oncoming food, as our bodies’
cephalic phase gets the digestive juices
flowing whenever we touch, taste, smell or
even think about food. Combining forces
with our senses, our hands can be a vital
tool used to foster a well-rounded tactile
experience with our meal, which can be
lost when chopsticks or a fork—which are
29

arguably unnecessary middlemen to our
dining experiences—are involved.
In addition to the physical benefits,
the practice can also shape how we look
at the act of eating and sharing meals with
our communities. Some cultures even see
the absence of utensils as an opportunity
to explore the deep connection between
people and food. Ethiopian restaurateur
Fetlework Tefferi once noted that “We
need to revisit the way people used to eat:
They cared and believed that whatever
they put into their mouths was sacred.”
In Ethiopia, goorsha is an act of friendship
and love that involves directly feeding
someone sharing a meal with you. Using
your hands to shape a bite of food and
putting it in someone else’s mouth shows
respect, care and affection. “Eating with
the hands is more than just a mechanism
to get sustenance into the mouth,” she said.
The warm season is a perfect time to
exercise this hand-to-mouth practice:
Ribs would be infinitely less enjoyable if
we couldn’t lick the sauce that covers our
palms, and stone fruit juices leave sticky
memories well after our noshing. But we
can consider any meal as an opportunity
to enrich our relationship with food both
physically and mentally. So whether you’re
enjoying takeout on an outdoor movie date
or eating potato salad on the Fourth of July,
ditch the fork and dig in hands first.

